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EVOLUTION OF GRAIN STRUCTURE DURING HOT 
EXTRUSION OF POWDERS 
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Abstract 
The paper will present results of tests of plastic consolidation by 
extrusion of AlSiNiFe powders. The powders have been extruded at 
isothermal conditions. The products and extrusion butt sections have been 
inspected by metallographic methods. Trajectories of particle inside of 
container and shape evolution of primary powder particles have been 
observed. It has been stated permanent bonding creation between 
particles of powder at plastic flow inside the container and negligible 
changes in structure and distribution of main phase components. 
Keywords: aluminium alloys, powder, hot extrusion, grain structure, 
bonding creation 

INTRODUCTION 
Hypereutectic Al-Si alloys despite their high stiffness, good corrosion resistance 

and low thermal expansion coefficient have not been commonly used until now. This is due 
to difficulty with obtaining of proper structure of primary Si crystals in traditional methods 
[1]. Large, needle-shape primary Si crystals arising during crystallization degrade 
mechanical properties and machinability of these alloys. Modification by phosphorus a 
little improves structure of these materials, lowering strength at the same time particularly 
at increased temperatures. There is a chance to omit mentioned above difficulties by the 
application of over-cooling modification during rapid crystallization, which is easy to get at 
the alloy atomization from liquid phase by gas or water spraying [2-4]. 

High speed cooling ensures formation of polycrystalline powder with primary Si 
crystals size varied between 3-7 μm and submicron structure of granular eutectic. Useful 
form of these materials may be attained by the plastic consolidation of such powders [5-7]. 
This process, especially using isothermal extrusion is well known solution nevertheless 
there are not any deeper analysis of it particularly in context of phenomena accompanying 
the transformation from powder to bulk state. There is not also information about physical 
mechanism, which leads to agglomeration of powder particles in plastic consolidation 
process. The transformation process of particles free surface to inner surface revealing 
features of grain boundary obviously demands close proximity and fitting of each other of 
individual powder particles. This can be obtained on the route of plastic deformation in the 
presence of large hydrostatic component of stress state [8]. Demand of high hydrostatic 
pressure is a simple consequence of necessity to elimination of voids between particles, 
which is possible to attain at densification of material to almost 100 % of theoretical 
density. 

However this condition seems to be insufficient at least for iso-static compaction 
due to necessity of intermediate oxide layers removing, which are formed on the powder 
particles surface. These kinds of layers undergo chemical reduction during diffusive 
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consolidation by the application of proper external atmosphere. During plastic 
consolidation such role should play another factor. It can be proposed a hypothesis, that one 
of the most important factors for plastic consolidation is a powder particles surface 
enlargement and uncover of non-oxidized surfaces at plastic deformation of individual 
particles. Such in statu nascendi surfaces protected against oxidation by pressure seal can 
easy create cohesive connections identical to grain boundaries in case of nearby presence 
similar to them surface. Therefore, an analysis of factors, which can lead to powder 
particles consolidation of AlSiNiFe hypereutectic alloys in process of isothermal extrusion, 
is a main goal of this paper. 

METHODS AND MATERIALS 
In order to describe influence of metallurgical factors such as: chemical 

composition and powder particles shape on the material microstructure during plastic 
consolidation by high-temperature, isothermal extrusion it was chosen four kinds of 
powders with three chemical compositions: AlSi26Ni8, AlSi26Ni6Fe2 and Al. They were 
atomized by water and inert gas spraying and cooled in water. It was used materials as 
follow: 
1. FWW - AlSi26Ni6Fe2 powder alloy atomized by water, 
2. NGW - AlSi26Ni8 powder alloy atomized by gas, 
3. FGW -  AlSi26Ni6Fe2  powder alloy atomized by gas, 
4. MIX - mixture of two kinds of powder Al and AlSi26Ni8 atomized by water. 

Above-mentioned powders were produced and provided by INFM Gliwice. 
Cooling in water and drying in suitable conditions of atomized powders led to arising on 
their surface black layer of hydrated oxides, with colour clearly distinctive from remaining 
part of powder. This layer could be used as indicator of free surface in consolidation 
process. It allows to observed particles shape evolution and continuity of oxides surface in 
extrusion process.  

Extrusion trials have been carried out on laboratory stand devoted to isothermal 
extrusion. This stand was mounted on the hydraulic machine MTS 880, what allowed for 
precise controlling of velocity and temperature of process. Description of device 
construction and detailed parameters of extrusion are presented elsewhere [9]. Cold 
precompacted powders placed in thin-walled aluminium cans were used to extrusion. 
Process of extrusion at 450˚C with reduction ratio λ=13 was interrupted after extrusion of 
about 2/3 length of powder billet, and then butt together with extruded wire was pulled out 
from device and used to the metallographic investigations. 

The observation of structure was carried out on the surface of longitudinal sections 
of specimens inside the container before extrusion as well as on the product of extrusion. It 
was also made observation of cross-section area of product and for one material two 
longitudinal sections in perpendicular surfaces. Surface was prepared according to standard 
metallographic procedures and observed at microscope NEOPHOT. Then whole prepared 
surface was photographed. Photographic documentation has been used for determination 
material flowing trajectory into the container and zone of product formation. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Structure of FWW material inside the container and into the extruded product is 

presented adequately at Figs.1a and 1b. For material NGW the structures are illustrated at 
Figs.2a and 2b. Structures of material inside the container were made for area placed out of 
zones of intensive shearing. So, they illustrate areas characterized by rather moderate 
plastic deformation, but sufficient enough to suppress porosity caused by misfit of powder 
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particles. Very characteristic structural feature of FWW material into the container are 
irregular, however almost equi-axial of powder particles, surrounded by continuous, black 
layer of oxide phase. Noticed irregularity is a characteristic feature for powders atomized 
by water. In result of extrusion of this kind of powder one can obtain material with band-
like structure. Inside of band is impossible precisely distinguishing the primary surface of 
powder particles. Those surfaces are visible in form of elongated, tore apart bands of oxide 
phase, and separated one from another by areas with grain structure identical to that 
observed inside primary particles. Similar structure has been already reported [6]. 

 

  
Fig.1. Structure of FWW material extruded at 450ºC inside of container (a) and the 

structure of extruded wire (b). 

  
Fig.2. Structure of NGW material extruded at 450ºC inside of container (a) and the 

structure of extruded wire (b). 

Structure of material made from powder type NGW differs from this made from 
FWW powder in regularity of shape of primary powder particles. Differences in particles 
size are quite substantial, but their shape is near to spherical. As well as mentioned above, 
extrusion leads to creation of band-like structure, however it is possible to identify areas of 
deformed primary powder particles. Oxide layers are tore apart same as it was in material 
FWW and form characteristic fibrous structure of extruded material, although due to initial 
shape regularity of powder particles, arising from them strongly elongated in extrusion 
direction areas save their regular ellipsoidal shape. 

Observation of structures of other materials reveals similar behaviour of particles 
during the extrusion. It is shown at Figs.3a, 3b, 3c for materials FGW and NGG in different 
places and sections. Neither changing of chemical composition nor changing of way of 
spraying does lead to any visible differences in structure image both before and after 
extrusion. The same as in described earlier cases it appears strong plastic deformation of 
primary powder particles and changing their shape from near spherical shape to the form of 
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strongly prolate spheroid. Oxide layers on the free surfaces of initial powder became of 
tearing and separated during the extrusion. They create net composed by isolated inclusions 
with clear band-like arrangement along axis of extruding product. Spaces between such 
inclusions show structure identical to interiors of primary powder particles. This fact points 
to possibility of creation of stable inter-particle connections identical to bonding on 
polycrystalline grain boundaries, but only in case of removing of primary oxides layer. This 
kind of effect is probable at the surface expansion during severe plastic deformation of 
spherical particles to form of prolate spheroid, which lead to crushing of the brittle oxide 
layers in conditions preventing oxidation of fresh made surfaces. 

 

  

 

 a)     b) 

 c) 
Fig.3. The structure of FGW material 
extruded at 450ºC inside of container (a) 
and the structure of extruded wire of FGW - 
parallel to wire axis (b) and the structure of 
extruded wire of NGW - perpendicular to 
wire axis (c). 

 
Evolution of structure during the powder extrusion points to fundamental role of 

plastic deformation of individual powder particles for process of powders consolidation to 
bulk state. Mechanism of independent particles bonding exploits phenomenon of powder 
particle surface rising during plastic deformation. Such free from isolating oxide layers 
surfaces, at close proximity as a result of hydrostatic stresses acting, make strong, cohesive 
connections, which interacts identical as cohesive force at grain boundaries of polycrystals. 
One may suggest that the most advantageous form of powders being subjected of plastic 
consolidation are the powders with shape close to sphere, where ratio of  surface to volume 
is smallest and shifting of particle shape from spherical to spheroid in result of sever plastic 
deformation strongly expand the particles surface. Inside the extrusion container, under the 
full powder particles surface fitting, material also reveals signs of cohesion, although 
individual particles are isolating one from another by the oxide layer. This effect may be 
the consequence of cohesive bonding similar to interaction on interfacial boundaries with 
the weak capacity to plastic accommodation in the boundary areas. One may suggest that 
such material has raised susceptibility to brittle cracking. As further deformation of powder 
particles goes along flowing trajectory one may expect systematic replacing of intermediate 
oxide layer by the direct bonding of material particles. This should lead to brittleness 
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restriction and improving of extruded material properties. Confirmation of this thesis will 
require of additional investigations not included in presented paper. 

 

 
Fig.4. The structure of butt section of MIX material extruded at 450ºC. There are clearly 

visible trajectory of material flow, formation of dead zones and accumulation at piston area 
of almost pure aluminium, which coming from foil used to preparation of billets. 

Observation of whole surface of butt and product section reveals significant inhomogeneity 
of material structure during extrusion. This is illustrated in Fig.4, at which it is shown large 
piece of butt and extruded product of mixture of alloy powder and pure Al powder. Mixture 
selection was aiming to demonstrate of flow lines. Utilization of colour difference between 
alloy and pure Al powders, facilitate observation of particle movement trajectory inside the 
deformation gap. It is clearly visible flow lines, especially in dead zone areas, near to 
matrix and in nearby of piston, also in extrusion axis, where it is formed zone of intensive 
flowing. Bright zone in the vicinity of piston make accumulation of pure Al, coming from 
aluminium can. Funnel like shape of this zone point at tendency to radial flowing of 
material along piston and production of material flowing streams in axis independently 
from flowing stream along dead zone nearby the matrix. Creation of two, flowing streams 
with different kinetics may results in large internal stresses inside of material extruded 
which can leads to cracking of product after going out of matrix. This kind of effect is 
observed in form of characteristic fracturing called “Christmas Tree” (Fig.5), the same at it 
was noticed earlier [6]. Application of conical matrix may limit this disadvantageous effect. 

 

 
Fig.5. Defects on surface of extruded wire of 3 mm diameter. 
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CONCLUSIONS  
Based on presented results of experiment and their analysis one may concluded as 

follow: 
• Intensive plastic deformation of individual powder particles occurs during plastic 

consolidation of powder materials. This has a fundamental meaning for efficient 
realization of this treatment. 

• Plastic deformation which leads to full powder particles fitting is a necessary but 
insufficient condition to creation of full particles bonding in process of consolidation. 

• Plastic deformation of powder particles causes appearing of particle surfaces not 
covered by the oxides. At presence of large hydrostatic stress this leads to creation of 
strong inter-particle bonds similar to interaction between grains in poly-crystals. 

• Increasing of plastic deformation at extrusion improves conditions of consolidation by 
the increasing of “fresh surface” on deformed particles and increasing of number of 
direct joints between individual powder particles. 

• Shape of the powder particle may have important meaning for efficiency of 
consolidation process because it influences the degree of particle surface expansion 
during plastic deformation. 

• At extrusion of aluminium alloy powders occurs tendency to radial flowing near to 
extrusion die and axial flowing in vicinity of piston. This may leads to appearing of 
cracks on surface of extruded product. 
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